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About This Game

Cubium Dreams - is an atmospheric first-person puzzle game with horror elements, made in a minimalistic surreal
style. It is designed for people who love mind-twists, pure forms of creativity, and similar interesting things...:) Unique

sound effects, music, and graphical style will let you immerse in an unusual, frightening and intriguing journey into
the world of dreams. You will experience physical, sound and other exciting types of puzzles as well as a unique

immersive experience in created images.. Put on your headphones, turn off the lights, and get the most out of this
journey!
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Title: Cubium Dreams
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Igrodelsky
Publisher:
Siberian Digital
Release Date: 29 Apr, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8/10

Processor: dual core 1.5 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 512 mb video memory

Storage: 200 MB available space

Additional Notes: At a more slower computers game has not been tested. Maybe it works well and on very old systems, as
resource consumption is very small.
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Small surrealistic puzzle game with nice visuals, decent atmosphere, very good music and diverse levels. It offers roughly two
hours of honest playtime, but for the actual [2016] price of five euro\/dollars, it is worth it, just for the vibe. The themes
delivered revolve around transcendental issues. The environment reminds artistic, astral-like projections of shattered memories
regarding the closest world of the protagonists everyday life. Sometimes it gets pretentious, but if to get over it, it does the job.
One more thing - the character movement and controls may feel heavy, but I guess it is part of the plan. Sometimes in a
nightmare one would find it hard to move to escape the danger, as if the laws of physics suddenly changed, while Cubium
Dreams does involve direct horror elements. I recommend it to the fans of the puzzle genre, as well as people seeking
something more dark and atmospheric on STEAM.

By the way, Igrodelsky, I am begging you, hire a translator next time you try to deliver some philosophical revelations.
Because I am looking forward to next release you come up with.. I Think This Game Is Just Awesome And U Should
Buy It Right Now!!!. The concept behind Cubium Dreams is not bad and the game actually is quite creepy despite the
fact it only are just cubes you are looking at. The real nightmare however, are the controls in this game. They lack
complete logic and although it might be done on purpose, it's just no fun trying to handle them. Not to mention the
many bugs who seem to be part of this game as well.

Again a developer who had a decent concept but either lacks the skills, the time and\/or devotion to finish to product.
The end result is absolutely not worth 5 euro.. recomended by PurpleTurtle. The dumbest game you will ever play. Not
worth anyone's time unless you're looking to waste your time.
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it was not at all fun.. NICE ATMOSPHERE.

Now cons:

1. Try not to place the 'NEW GAME' button so damn close to where the mouse cursor's gonna be when I've clicked "Main
Menu". This has cost me nearly XX minutes wasted on 2.

2. Should a player start a new game (in my case unawaringly, as in 1.), he comes back to the first level in a white neat room, but
hey, JUST THIS TIME you shall NOT find that 3rd red cube to open the door and move on. Like, EVER.

3. Dev, you are kidding me. Seriously.

4. Will not ask for refund. Nice game.

5. Originally rated NO. Tho love Polar Bears and Vodka.. Dark and simplistic - trip down mkind blow lane. + Awesome Camera
angles in intro
+ Nice attempts on scaring the player
+ Fun levels

- Crashed 8\/10 times when starting or playing
- Slow movement, feels awkward
- Extremly long and boring introtext

This is how I imagine dreams to be like.. 10\/10 IGN RAtes WtF EZ Goings oNZ. Creepy trippy game (with minor mistakes)
but I like it anyway !
I bought it with a coupon so I think it's worth the money :)
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